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THE

GALACTICAN
TREATMENT

Galactican is an ageing Bounty Hunter who 
has earned the formidable reputation of being 
able to capture or kill the outlaws he is pursuing. 

Although Bounty Hunting has been legalised in 
order to stem the swell of criminal activity of the 
frontier of known space, they are treated as outcasts 
by the authorities on Earth and the other colonised 
planets in the solar system, due to the nature of their 
work and the large financial incentives they are 
paid for a bounty.

The story begins with the Bounty Hunter on the trail of 
a particularly brutal cyborg known as Kruger. The outlaw 
also heads a gang, therefore, Galactican faces the prospect 
of confronting half a dozen or more killers in his attempt 
to bring violent cyborg to justice.

Galactican manages to find his secret location from his own diligent investigation. 
However, when he arrives he is attacked by one of Kruger’s men. 
He quickly defeats the villain only to find Kruger and the rest of his gang are not 
there. Galactican must now fly all the way across to Viking, one of the largest 
developing cities on Mars, in order to apprehend him.
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His confrontation is marred by the arrival 
of Caprice, a vivacious Bounty Hunter, who
is also on the trail of the outlaw. Not only 
must Galactican dispose of this fierce 
competition, but also take the gang to the
Martian authorities.

Galactican finds himself overwhelmed 
by the sudden appearance of two more 
gang members and it is only with Caprice's 
intervention that he’s finally able to 
re-capture Kruger.

On Earth the corporations of the future are gigantic conglomerates buying or 
crushing the smaller companies out of business. 
Many conglomerates initiated in the 20th century still exist, although their 
corporate strategies encompass the increasing population of deep space.

Icon is an amalgamation of investment companies that has begun to seriously 
invest in Martian developments with a view to maximising its potential income for 
share holders and especially the senior management.

Charles Devlin is a brilliant yet ruthless businessman whose foresight has elevated 
Icon into one of the highest yielding companies on Earth. Unfortunately his 
unbridled ambition has allowed him to take the development of the remote 
Martian town of Arcadia a step further.

Working in conjunction with his new assistant, Bruno, Devlin sets about forming 
the first Martian gambling venue, which will generate a massive fortune for him. 
However, he must first misappropriate Icon funds to do it.
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Roman is a killer who is being held in a space prison orbiting Venus. The harsh 
conditions make it impossible for escape hence it's name, Alcatraz II. Only 
criminals deemed unable to be rehabilitated are sent there and usually for 
indefinite sentences.
A break out, which coincides with the delivery of Kruger, allows Roman and a 
band of his men to escape and suddenly the entire Police force are put onto red 
alert while an enormous bounty is instantly placed on Roman’s head.

The plot twists and turns, as it becomes apparent that not everyone is who they 
seem to be. Corruption infiltrates every level as individuals seek to make money 
from this new multi-billion dollar gambling venture.

The farmers are the ultimate victims as they are driven from their lands by a 
marauding gang of villain’s, lead by Roman, who mysteriously appears on Mars.

Galactican finds he is only able to trust his elderly father, a retired Police officer, 
and together they set about unravelling the complexities of the genocide of 
Arcadia. 
The Bounty Hunter is obliged to team up with Caprice in order to capture the 
malevolent criminal, but it emerges that she too has a hidden agenda regarding 
Roman.

Once his plan has apparently succeeded, Devlin sets about ridding himself of any 
links with the gang and it's intermediaries. 
Unfortunately for him Roman’s brilliant mind deduces that Devlin is the 
mysterious instigator of the entire plan and takes him hostage and the Bounty 
Hunters are forced to give chase before Devlin is harmed. 
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A confrontation in an old disused prison 
leads to the death of Kruger as Roman 
deserts his loyal gang to make off with 
Devlin and hold the wealthy man to ransom.

Kruger is incinerated by the fierce heat from 
the Black Shark’s thrusters as Galactican saves 
Caprice from certain death. She provides him with the means to track Roman 
alone, despite a sophisticated cloaking device on the outlaw’s ship.

Devlin adamantly refuses to conduct any transactions from his own personal 
account to the villain and so Roman offers him escape in a life pod that is ejected 
from the craft. 
Confident that he is safe Devlin arrogantly begins to jibe Roman until the outlaw 
reveals that there is insufficient air in the tanks and he is left to suffocate in the 
depths of space.

Galactican and Roman have shared the past together when Roman was his Bounty 
Hunting partner. However, Roman double-crossed him after chasing a lucrative 
bounty and left Galactican to die after shooting him in the back.

Their final fight commences in space and continues down to the surface of Mars. 
It is clearly a fight to the finish and Galactican manages to cripple Roman's craft 
causing it to crash land on the harsh Martian surface

Galactican sets off on his jet bike 
to find the outlaw awaiting death. 

Instead of killing him, he allows Roman to live although there’ll be no mercy if 
they were ever to meet again.

To Be Continued…
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